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Abstract—Many new technologies are being built to support
people with dementia. However, most of this work largely
focuses on the people with dementia; consequently, informal
caregivers, one of the most important stakeholders of dementia
care, remain invisible within the technology design space. In this
paper, we present a six-month long, community-based design
research process where we collaborated with dementia caregiver
support groups to design robots for dementia caregiving. The
contributions of this paper are threefold. First, we broaden the
context of dementia robot design to include the perspectives of
caregivers as essential stakeholders, as well as social workers
and nurses as community partners. Second, we provide dementia
care robot design guidelines that discuss how robots can support
the emotional labor of caregivers, which was one of the most
important issues to them. Third, we suggest a novel community
based design methodology, considering that dementia care needs
more than an individual caregiver’s effort. We hope our work
provides new avenues for HRI researchers to studying robots for
dementia by engaging in community-based design.

I. INTRODUCTION

People are living longer than ever before, reshaping how we
think about aging. Rather than viewing aging as a problem
to be fixed, many are now adopting the perspective that
gerontologists have held for decades - aging is a normal
phase of life to be supported holistically [31]. A variety of
stakeholders, from clinicians, to community members, and
technologists, are exploring ways for older adults to live at
home for as long as possible, which is a shift away from the
residential nursing care paradigm [5].

The challenge facing many of these efforts is that they are
not sustainable. As people age, they face increasing mobility
and sensory challenges, and sometimes cognitive ones. Many
people need support with activities of daily living (ADLs),
such as grooming, eating, and mobility, as well as cognitive
functioning tasks (instrumental ADLs (IADLs)), such as prob-
lem solving, scheduling, financial management, and medica-
tion management. Currently, caregivers shoulder the majority
of this support burden. However, they are frequently older
themselves, and experience physical strain, cognitive burnout,
and financial devastation with the enormity of the task [36],
[42]. Dementia caregiving can be particularly challenging.

Dementia is an umbrella term to describe a group of
symptoms that mark a clinical diagnosis in the noticeable
decline of mental abilities. It is irreversible, and its effects can
be progressive, static, or can fluctuate [22]. People with de-
mentia experience difficulties in IADLs, and report a reduced
quality of life (QOL) relative to older adults without cognitive
impairment, due to increased neuropsychiatric symptoms, and
reduced functioning [53]. Each case of dementia is unique,

and there are no known cures to slow or stop its progression,
which is difficult and stressful for families.

Caring for someone with dementia is difficult because of
the emotional diligence required over an indefinitely long du-
ration, adapting to their loved one becoming a stranger. As the
caregivee’s cognitive abilities decline and memory fluctuates,
it becomes difficult to redirect their agitation and repetitive
questioning. Caregivers have to learn how to “therapeutically
fib” and feel guilty about having to take away parts of the
caregivee’s autonomy and independence. Informal caregiving
work in the home has long been devalued (and unpaid), in
contrast to paid jobs [11]. 75% of the care for people with
dementia is provided by unpaid family caregivers who are
commonly female spouses or adult children [12].

While there are existing technological efforts which aim
to support people with dementia, there are few efforts in
robotics to support caregivers’ personal health, wellness, and
emotional wellbeing. Although technology-based interventions
have the opportunity to address improving personal health and
wellness for caregivers [2], researchers center their work on
people with dementia rather than caregivers because they are
not recognized as important stakeholders in dementia care.
This trend reverberates in HRI (e.g., observing how people
with dementia interact with robots [57]), as caregivers are
excluded from the robot design space. There have been robots
as caregivers but not robots for caregivers.

In this paper, we aim to make previously invisible care-
givers visible in the robot design process by engaging with
dementia caregiver support groups. We conducted a six-month
long, community-based design process with a multi-faceted
approach including ethnographic observation, individual in-
terviews, and design workshops to understand everyday de-
mentia caregiving. We primarily collaborated with dementia
caregivers as well as other community stakeholders including
social workers and geriatric nursing students, to give a voice
to dementia caregivers within robot design process.

The primary finding of this paper is that caregiver par-
ticipants conceptualized their dementia care experiences as
full of joy one day, where they enjoy time with their loved
ones, but full of sorrow the next, where their loved one
can no longer recognize who they are. Caregivers expressed
that the challenges of dementia care emerge mostly from
their emotional labor as reflected in their robot designs. For
example, caregivers conceptualized how robots can be used
to create a positive atmosphere and embrace moments of
joy together with their caregivees. One caregiver envisioned
how emulating a jukebox in a robot would be valuable in




